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'· 
1. l Intro due tion 
As plastic: design became more popular. it was necessary to develop 




The upper and lower bound theorems are two approaches which allow the 
designer to find the ultimate load but it was still desirable to develop 
a metliod 0£ aeteim1· -·rn· ·the co11a··se load - ·-
investigating possible failure configurations which did not govern the 
design. In 1956, Ketter in .his djsaertat!_~n, presented a method by which 
, design charts could be used- to find the ultimate load, the collapse mode 
. . 
. 
and member size for a particular shape frame and· loading.~2) 
The American Institut~ of Steel Construction published a handbook on 
plastic analysis and design in 19S8 which contained design charts for 
certain types of pinned-base frames. ( 7) . l 
In- 19S9, the Welding Research Council published a bulletin written 
by Ketter which presented design charts for the gable type frame.CS) 
I Later that same year they published another bulletin by Kt!tter and Yen on 
the lean-to frame. <6> 
This thesis is presented so that charts for the saw-tooth frame can 
be constructed, thereby making charts available for the most common type 
-
•4 _ ...... F ......... ..... .. "" __ ,,...., 


























Plas ~~·~ analysis and desien when properly used, wi 11 pend t the I 
__ _ de~!~.!~ to ~e_ IIIOre eff!ci~t -~! ~f •!eriais w_~cb wi~~~::::l_t in a · 1 




..... -:, . .. ' ·•,,. 
more· economic design. Just as all theories- ·and methods have their 
.limitations, the designer liWst also recognize the limits to which a.design 
. 
bas~d on "simple plastic theory" can be applied; In the following.,. a list 
~ 
of the ·assumptions made in this paper will ,give an indication of, areas in 
which caution should be used in designing by this" theo~y. 
-The method of Plasti~ Design is based upon determining the. lowest 
p~oasible load required to reduce a structlire to a mechanism,· through the 
·• · • •. _ r-.....•-•.,-.,r ~ u• .~, ."-···· ~, ••••.•-•••_, f ·• •· ·, , • , • - • , 
plastic theory" ·the following assumptions are made: 
1. .curvature .increases indefinitely as the moment appto~chea the 
..... 
ful 1 plastic value. 
2·. Equilibrium can: be formutated in the undeformed state .. 
. ~ ). Instability of the structure will not occu_r prie>r to the· 
attainment of the ul.timate load. 
4. Shear and normal force influences are neglected . 
. 
. ,. 
5. Full continuity is provided by th~ . .connections so that the full 
plastic moment of the sections can be transmitted. 
6. All loads increase in fixed proportions to one another. 
7. Failure corresponds to the condition where the structure is 
reduced to a mechanism due to tbe formation o~ fully yielded 
zones ~r plastic hinges. 
1.3 Upper and Lower Bound Theorems 
-.. Rc!ft:renc~ ·i ·· rhow~ t.hat th~~ ful 1Uwing ·n·el!"etlsatry and .. stii'ncient . 
..... .. 
__ ~9R~J._;~ons must be met in order to have a valid solution based on "simple 
:-\ plastic theory. " 
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2~;·.:.,Equilibrium cannoi; be violate~, 




.... ,..,... ·-·-,r,j;_~--~~.~. ···················---... "....,.:. --- • 
.· ... 3 
There has been devel«?p~d two thec,rems. which divid_e methods of plas·tic 
--------· analysis in_to two groups • Those methods of solution which.give an ultima~e 
load.which is greater than ·or at best equai to th~ true maximum carrying 




,which are lower than or at best equal t~. ~-~~- ~l~i~te t9@d,_ar_e___kno.wn .. as ......... , .. w-~·- : .. 
lower bound methods. 
-In the upper bound methods, equilibrium is satisfied and a mechanism 
is assumed thereby requiring a moment or··· plasticity check. The magnitudes 
. 
of· the maximum moments are adjusted until a mechanism is formed in the 
lower bound method of solution. Only a few t,£ tlie more popular m,tbods wj 11 
_ ... , .. \ 
be mentioned,.here. 
·· (a) Statical Method. The analysis of continuous beams and simple 
frames where the designer can visualize the probable failure mechanism 
prior to the analysis, are easily handled by this method; but as the number 
of degrees of redundancy increases or the structure becomes more complex, 
this method of analysis becomes very cumbersome. Since this is a lower 
,,. 
. bound method; it will be necessary to adjust the points of maximum moments 
_until a mechanlsin" 1s ·famed._, This -can be done very easily in simple frames 
' 
~d ~ontinuous ' be.ams .. by superimposing the moment diag.um of tfia det-ermina~e 
structure upon the moment d1&gram of t~e structure loaded by the redundant& 







(~) Mechanism Method. Upper bounds to the correct load will be 
found by investigating all the possible collapse conf~gurations which ~~~-~~ 
, .. 
. • I 
i- . 
;,·:·',,. . .,_"•,;,_:/·· · ... · 
...... · .... -4 ,. 
····---·--- .----·- "··"••· ..... -
"" ... 
occur fc,r tl't.e .loading .op the. strlicture. . Since· the structure will fail at 
•... ·~ ... . .. .. 
- --------; 
its first· opportunity, th~ cq~figuration stving the lowest failure load 
will be vthe solution to the eroblem. In thisr 1Dethod, a mechanism is 
assumed,· equilibri\&ID 1$ formulated.and the pril'lc~pai of virtual displac~-
ments is used to compute the ultimate load of the frame. . ............... , ........... . 
When t.he. ~qnce.pt of ins.tantane.ous center~ __ ia used in. con-junction .... 
with the mechanism method, it becomes a very powerful tool for analyzing 
in this paper to comp~te the collapse loads -for both single and multiple 
span frames. 
( c) Moment Balancing. A relaxation method of difi tributing moments , 
can be used in the analysis of certain types P.f frames. · This method is 
particularly useful ·in aaking a plasticity check when a structure is 
found to be statically indeterminate after the formation of a mecbanism. 
A ~onsiderable amount of triai and error is pre~ent when the moment-
balancing method is used and expe;rience is necessary to make efficient 
use of this method. 
1.4 Ketter's Method 
Reference 2 presents a method by which all the possible failure 
. ... 
mechanism method, and the results are plotted i'n the form _of non-dimensional 
design charts. For the multiple span structure a method cal.led 
·V~oltltil)li by Sepat-ftion'1 was intr~aucia thus enabling the---ieve'ropment-,.· 
of design charts which were applicable to more complex types of frames. 
These charts take into account b~th dead and wind loading, and cover a 
l a 
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Once the designer has decided upon_ the geo~try and loading of the 
. - ' jl 
.. frame, the design charts will s~pply him wi. th the information necessary 
.to select a member ~ize J the mode of collapse, and t~e ·'iocati-on. o-f the 
hinges which will fo~ in ~e.,. structure. These charts also enable' the 
' . . ' 
desiper to proportion the structure su~h tl\at the "least _weight" 
solution can be found with comparatively litt~e effort. 
\ . . 
1. 5 Purpose of TM.s Study 
····-- ----Tlie -,iaw~tooth frame ---(ir -some-times·· called·- ·1:he ---
is a frame osually used in mill buildings to take advantage of the 
additional window area made available by its geometry. _ 
Design charts are alread1 available for the pinned ... base portal--, · 
--· gable and lean-to frames. This study was conducted 'for the purpose of 
deriving the necessary expressions for developing_design charts which 
could be d'sed for the pinned-base saw-tooth frame. The expressions 
-s 
. presented· are those.. for the multiple span case bui can .easily ·be modifi~d 
to cover the single span caae--···also. 
The sample design charts presented in this thesis are constructed 
to enable the_ designer to use them in combination with those already 
available for other type pinned-base frames. By using the several cb4rts 
"' 
together, the structure shown--ln Figure -1 can be easily analyzed . 
....... 
- -
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,,, ..... ,, .. :,.,· 
In. ;c;1-pteJ!' 4, a ·f!W frames will be analyzed· to· illustrate.the method 
II! 
used in arriving at· the solutions for the several different~ types of fra~s 
when combi.ned into· a multiple sp~n structure. 
. ...••• _.t ••.• - ...... _..,_. 
.., .. 
-... , ~ 
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.S A W - T O O T H F I A M .ILS 
- - ... -- ... -- - _. - -- -- .... -
... 
2.1 General ·Description 
It was previously mentioned that th, development of ··the ··design· 
charts for the saw-tooth frame, would th,n make &vailable, charts which 
would enable the designer to determine the ultlmate load of a frame 
according to simple plastic theory for all of the commQnly used shapes. 
The frames considered in this paper are assumed to be made such 
...... that the columns and rafters ··are----of equal strengtlr, that la of the same 
- -
-
~ value throughout the frame. Reference 2 points out that for the 
majority of single story structures encountered in practice, the most 
economical (least weight) solution. will occ~ when- the plastic moment 
value of the column is equal to'. that of the rafter. Fipre 2 shows a 
typi~~~ ·single span frame and the. loading w)u.ch is assumed to be applied 
to the structure. 











"'-., ... ·. 
.. ~ '•'- . - . -,·- -. 
. -
-· 
------··--··=--- The analysis of··tlte frame can be .simpli.f~ed, iJ a cc,neentrated load_ 
,.-o.r, .. , 
·--~ _ .. , 
ia applied at the eave which has the _same overturning moment about _the 
base of the column as the unif.o~ly dis·trib'1ted horizontal wind load • 
. This simplific'!*tion of the loading·asshown_1n.FJ.gure 3, leads to slightly 
more conservative results~ ·Thls can easily be demQnstra~ed -by assuming -
a mechanism which causes ,;l~esway and comp.ring -_ the amouni of ex~te~J 
work done _by the two horizontal loading systems. .. 
-• ---- --- .. --
,. ' ...... _.,._,, ..... ___ ~~~------· ···-. • ~ • • -·-··~-.. ~·-·· ,. ···,-----·----..,.,. ... - ·""~--, "'··' -,.· ·«·. -~-··--· - . ---,.-------.---,....,. ··"~. ,._ ·--_,....~ ..... ----~ 




Plastic hinges. can form at points of ~imum moment or zero shear 
in spans loaded by distributed loads·, under concentrated loads· and at the 
ends of members meeting at a connection involving a change in geometry. 
Figure 4 shows the location of the possible hinge formation for the frame 
and loading conditio~ shown in Figure 3. 
@ 
7 ~~-· ,,<IA, ... 1\11.":~~-~ .. :-4 . \.' ~ 
... 
-
..... ~ .. 4-..:. ····· Ftgure 4 
-:·1'~--"c:'-·'.·_ .. ~ .. ~ "' 
... ->\ 
I . . . . ···, :·,, ··>··~·-:,,~-,,,t,·,, :·"'.:c,::::,r· '·:··:· ::':''.'.~ . .L.:-y:·r.::>,,:.'·.,. - , . . . . . . , j . . .. . , . , . . . .. '. . . . • . :.; 
''fl I .: .~_g· 0 • 
.· -·; 
. ... -. l~ tbe formation----·-::----··:·- ··· ·· ---· , . 
. · .. '. . . ·.. . ' q 
" 
of twQ hinges to reduce the s tructur:e to a mechanism. 
Once the number of pos;ibl~ hinge. locations a11d th, number· of 
hinges required to reduce the frame to a mechanism ~s . been determined·, 
. 




n{n·ll fn-2l •••• tn-r+ll 
n r 
. ' r •. 
. 
••••••• 
·- __ ...,.......__ --- ·-·· -· -·-
where 
n • number of possible hinges 
r • nwq!>er of hinges to form a mechanism 
C • number of combinations 
For the frame shown in Fig. 4, Eq. (1) shows there are ten 
possible combiJJ,ations of the five hinges. 
5C2 tSl ~4l = 10 -• (2) 
\ 
. . . . ~.. .... .. .. '" ···-·--~ 
--It should be poibted out for the case of the unsymmetrical frame 
such as the saw-tooth type, Eq. ( 1) will not give an indication of 
,/ 
the number of mechanisms which require investigation, but only of the 
number of combination of hinges. To better illustrate this point 
. . 
Figure Sa shows a frame with hinges ·assumed to form at (1) and (3). 
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Figure Sb Figure Sc 
Figures Sb and Sc show that the wind force may be applied to the 
structure from either the right or left, and in order to insure that 
.. -10 
,, . ··-· . -.p-,- w,,' -· 
no possible failure configurations are overlooked, for each combination 
of hinges, both, possible sidesway conditions should be studied. 
2~2 Derivation of Single Span Cases 
Proceeding to determine the failure load for an ~ssumed mechanism, 
the frame in Figure '6 will be analyzed.· The assumed mechanism and 
_ loading is as shown, with hinges ( 1) and (5) forming at the eaves. The 
. . 
windward column is assumed to undergo an angular displacement e. 
~· 
w 












~_:_~~.--:.................. --·. ..... - - .·--·---·- . ····-.----·- -·,- ~J-·--·--···-· ---- --- . 
l -
-----
~ . . ,--- -I.. 
-----cc:--_ -. ----·· -- - - .-
. ----·ne:..-Pi-f~c1p,i1 of Vtrtu.41 Di_splacements st~tes .tl\at if a~ .. system of 
. . 




work vanishes ' ' or tlle total work done by t~t! external -forces equals th~ 
tot•l work -done . by the internal forces. !'Qr the assumed di~p.lac~ent, 
· the rafters move as a rigid body apd merely undetgo a tr~slation; 
- I • " 
.. ,\' 
• 1··1 • therefore, the vertical load does no external work and the only external 
,, ' 0 
-
' 
work done will be due _to the horiz.ontal displacement of the concentrat~d 
- ~-· 
- tfl' .. 
-load ;at the _eave. The expression for "°t.be external wor:k then- becomes 
'-· 
' Wext • PaL8 e • a I I • e (2) 
Since thf! rafters move as a rigid body and only first order effects are 
considered, the distance from eave to eave must remain invariant. The 
horizontal displacement of the top of each column must therefore be the 
same and the righthand column must also rotate through the same ans.le e. 
Each member in the frame was assumed to have the same bending resistance 
• 
so the internal work expression can be shown . to be 
. •· ..... (3) 
. From the- virtual displacement principal, the external and internal work 
expressions must be equal and the expression for the ultimate load for 
this~ assumed mechanism becomes: 
Pult = •••••••• (4) 
. .. lil __ t.he. next_ analysis, the. concept of l~stantaneous Centers is used 
of which a detailed discussion can be found in. Reference 3. · · Figure 7 
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Figure 7 .. 
·'J 
By assuming the distance ·from the lefthand column to the hinge 
~ 
in the windward rafter as c,J., the distance from the top of the righthand 
column to the instantaneous center of rotation can be found tO: be 
(: + : - a) L 
' If the structure is given a virtual displacement to· the right, all 
angles can readily be calculated by considering simple rigi4 body motion. 




-+ ac 1 - -e)- • •••••• (S) 
• .-..i. ~ ,,..~···,,, ' ~ •• .. ...,., -d.... . .. ·? ~ 
The top of the windward column must move through the same horizontal 
· distance If$ hinge ( 5) and it can b~ _Jlf1Q~ t~t 
.~ 
81_ = . (1 - a., ) 8 





















_, .. · 
.... ,... . -
~ ~ 
· I11 order to· arrive ,it the expre~sione fgf t~e· ln,tel'.llal work, the 
virtual rot•tions of hinges (2) and (5) •µs~. be. fe>uilci, ~nge ,(2) will 
. I • • _. 
'··1 -·~ 
. // .. 
rot4te through the angle 9A plus e1 .• c ... whil-e · (S) rotat~s ~hrough-.e1 ,.c. 
,,,,,.I 
-.~i .......... , ..... : .. -~·°"··· . a e l 
· .. ·.' . ' ' . ·2· • ,· --i--
' 1 
. . -a, 
••••••••• (7) 
e· • 8 ·(ls.+ 1)·. 
5 · · ( 1-a,) · ac · • • • • • • • (f) 
Mp and the internal work expression can be ·shown to \be 




Wint • 'i._ f ..!L + JL ( J!! + 1)LJ 
-'"P (S 1-a,) ( l ·a,) ac U · .• • .. ·• •: • .... (9) 
External loads must be ~onsidered in parts., the exte.rnal work done 
by the hq,rizontal load is 
W • PaL8 .· . . 
·· eltt-· """· · • ·~·-~,.-_,.,., ........ ·,. · · .. • · · .. · ..... ·· .... ·.. .... · .. ·. ·.·-·-- ·. • · · · .. ·._, .. · ....... · ,:~ ~····-:" ··· · , ..... ,-, .... ,. · ·"··'"·" , .. · _ .......... ., ·· · ·· .. ""·"·' · .. , .. ·,·,·.· ... , · 
There are several ways of arriving at the amount of external work done 
by the vertical load. If the area swept out in the vertical direction 
by the movement of the links is integrated and multiplied by the vertical 
load w, the result will be the expression for the external ·work. 
All the expressions fo~ the external work are then combined and the 
~~~~! ~~~~~~! ~~!~ ~~~~s.!on will be obtained. 
Wext = e[,ai. + wL~J ••••••• (10) 
....... . ~ ..... .,,,,, 
' .' 
... ~ _.,.,. .. 
Equating external an~ internal wori gives ------------ ------- ___ ,. ... ,._p -- -·- --- _ .. --~ ·-- • "'-- -
"' .• 
• • • • • • • (11) 
It Will be noticed that the external work teni fo.r vertical load CQn~ins 
-~: 




. introduction, Qtae of- the assUDJPtionl;J was that ihe loacls 4re propc,rtto~l. 
It wil:l now be ·_~pnvqi•nt to express the wind .load .P .in tenia of the 
. 
.. 
vertical lo•d w. T,ld.- can easily ·be ·acco~p~ished· if a par•ete~ "A" ·is ..... -t ~ .. 
0 • • 
' 
_(::-' .... :.:. • < introduced •h1ch -will incorporate .. the proporticnality, .. of. the- loads and ,· 
- - .: ... ,"~ -
. 
- . 
' the f•ctor "a •i which expresses column height as. a ~ractlon of--the .sp~. I;.· 
. 
. . - -·~ 
This_ ~an be done according fo the equation 
,, 
That is, 
P(aL) .. A (w~2 ) ••••••• (12) 
. . It can also be pointed out, that if the load P at the ee.vet, is remo.ved .. 
'· 
··'i 
and the overturning moment A(w~2 Ji9 applied at the base of the lefthand 
. . 
column, the external work ~quation will remain unchanged. Thia.procedure 
will be followed throughout the res·t of this paper for reasons which will. 
become o~vlous later. 
- -···· - -'-~-~-· ___ ._,_._-,;;:...; .... - --·- ~ . .. -~--'--··· ,-_ .. ..:...: .. :....-.;.,; ~- .. ---··-·- ;.:. -·- - ,.!_• ····- _, ·- ·- . ••-'• • ~.-o-L •- .• • • • • ·- • '•c• •'• . • 
The ultimate load for this particular mechanism can now be shown 
in non-dimensional form to be 
. ~ - ..L ~~ ~1;:&l] wt2- 2 [ 2+-~ 
8 C 
......... 
.. Bquation 13 · now. contains the unknown term aJ:., which J_ocates the 
(13) 
bJnge. in · .the windwar.d raf.te.r. .... - . -Si-nee- -t.tle- s-true ture wi-li. always fai 1 at 
its first oppo~tunity, and~ is an independent-variable, ~~an be determined 
. 











. . ~ ... ia · 1. · .... J.:. ..!Lli(1 +' 1- lL)' ~ .- -.; . 1~ . ~ l · b 2c a [' 2c i . · · ·• • -. ' ''.~: ' . --.,,.... . 
' ' 2c·a · 
.· IP , . 
. 
. AJ?pen4.l.~t- 4 · ~o,nta.ins all th~ .possible_ collapse· coqfigur4tioru1-:. 411d 
r: • • ,. -~-
These expressiQns app_ly .to 
. 













• --~l:) The expression$ which I 
,.,.. ' . ... ------ ··-· ' i~ 
. 
' . both the single span and JDUltiple span frames. 
apply. to the single span case· can be obtaine~ by equating t~e parameter f; 
~' 
-~1~F J~tl D ~ to zero. . Also contained in Appendix A is. a sketch sh.owitas ,11 the ,, fil 
. 
- . 
..', : . . . I possi bte failure co~~-!&~!~~!9J!L-____ T.bos..EL .. failur.e~mo.des.-denoted~--~--~-------·- i¥~ • w--.,·~---·•--•• ~-,-~-:---~~, ......... .-~-•..--•.--.---. ...,..-----------,_-,._...,.. ___ .,.__ • • 
• <, -~ 
... ~- ---~..;.- J.11 letter~. s.s. are the governing colia'pse mechantsms fo~d in constructing fl 
the sample design chart for c • 0. 7. 
:fi ( 
J 
·The~e expressions can be used -for frames of shapes otlter than the . . 
saw-tooth. lf the-b/a·ratio is set equal to zero, the·expressions will . , ............ ; .. ,, ................... . 
-then be applicable to rectangular portals. By letting "c" equal 1/2 the 
. expressions reduce to those for the symmetrical gable frame. (If "c" is , • ( 
- - ,· .. -~---·- ••d. .. ~ .. sw:d 
. 
' ,.. . ' -~· 
given the vaiue of 1, the expression_s will\ qescribe the actiop of the ....... ,. . _ ~.,,., • •. ·'·.- ..=......,:: •• •:.. - •• ··•" -- • • .;. OL.r':cs,:--'··-··-~·- ... -. •,_':;.,.!..:•;;-;··~==~·..,.·-~-~·- ____ -!, __ , .-.~-- -~: :;--• •• · .. ;; ~--'- ,;/ ,,i'?,1;=---.;.. .. ~ -··__::Y·,4-.· :.; .• ,·~ .. ~':,: :•,. ~. : '--'·'-'"-"c..'.::!·'. ·- .'.:.:!. :.\."'-- :•·••.".·:.t-=,:~-i-'. ·• -~---.:.~,;.~:-::.:·~,;-~~--z;.;_."-,..._.f.:;."::.c_.!.:.;,::;.=-_:,_.'c.:.,.:---- .·, •. ....,.... .·. · .. ,:.··'- ._ .... -,__,,.-.-.--c-'.i . -- ... 
lean-to frame.) There are certain precautions which should be taken if 
the expressions are to -be used in the manner suggested above. that is, 
for every different geometry of frapae there will probably be a mechanism 
. 
. which could not possibly occur in another shape. If the designer chooses 
to ··use the expressions of Appendix A for the analysis of a frame other 
than the saw-tooth variety, due to the lack of other design charts, · a ·· 
su~table design could be obtained by performing a moment.ch~ck on the frame 
after the mechanism is chosen,~ insure that the right choice was made. ~ 
-





......r j.. . -:.-i 
~ 
' Appendix B contains a aampte design c~J"t wlli,h ha, been plotted ............ .. ... t,i .. 
considering all possible failure configurations for the single-span 
. 
saw-tooth for c • O. 7. Onc.e the geometry ·of the frame 8'14 lQading has 
been decided upon·'~ the designer need only ,enter the appropriate ch4rt im-4 
-. 
...... •:, .................... : ... ~.: .... ::: ..... ::.~;,:i··:·~·!·''··'·'·.v..+--
.. the collaps·e m.eclt.antsm and· ~einber size r.«1~i,ec1 C:flll .1n4 fo~d .;with ver-, 
little effort. Sever•l examples will .be -given .later to illustrate· the 
use of these charts. 
/2.3 Imyinan. Frame· Method, .. 
It was found ~hat the design charts for· symmetrical. gable frames 
which are already available, can be used to. design single span saw-tooth 
. •, ~ 
fr~s. The procedure used is outlined in the following example. A 
-16 r1 
·-·· ·----~-~-------.·--·-··--, ... --- .. ,,,_ - ., __ ,_., ... -..., .. 
--~ --~ ':: ,·..:--.-~,. ...... · - .- ·~ . :. , .'. 
s assume ca oa alone is acting. 
I "-In. 
111111111111111 I I (II I I 








The following quantities can be found ~m the data givea. in Figure 8· 
b 
- • 1.0 
a 
C • 0. 7 
,;, . 
A·• 0 
By using- the appropriate. design. chart found in Appandix B 
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.. Figure 9 
.. , ............... ,,, ........... -
.. 
If· an imaginary frame ABC, is constructed as shown in Figure 10, 
the design charts found in Reference 5 can be used 














Figure 10 shows the following relationships for the imagiJYlry frame. 
b 
--
a .. 1.0 b' -= 
- a o. 714 A== 0 
and· 
1'p • 0.047 (l.) (LIS) (100) 2 (12) a 1043 in-,kipa 









therefore, it. hla b•etl 8~~ that .both· .ppro•c~e· require the same member 
-sizes. It can be further-illustrated, that both methods sm,w- the hinge 
location a.L _ to be at the same position and the mode of failure iti bo-th cases, 
is basical~y t~e same. This imaginary frame approach works just as well' 
. 
-· .. ' 
when the wind loads a~e applied to · the frame. -
. I--, 
.r . .:· 
'However' when a complete set of -design cu~ves are constructed, it 
may be found that this method wi 11 not be applicable to ~!'!e __ E,!ntir~ _ r~ge _.::_ ______ -~.,-----~-------~~·. ·····•·· --.,.-..-.-,~,-,-,-.-.-. .-... ~ .. -.. ,,..~---,,.-·~· .... ····~· .... ,,-.....,.-~ ~~-~"--. 
esign charts will cover if some mechanism is found to .govern 
which does not occur in ths gable frame. 
In the multiple span :tructure~ it is possible to have a, values 
which are greater than O.S. This can be seen· from Figure 29. Since the 
design charts for the gable frames show that a, must have values equal to 
Dr less than O.S the imaginary frame method will probably not be applicable. :l . • t, 
In order to c~ to some cQnclusion as to whether the imaginary fr&.1De 
.· .. - '' 
-· • .. 
-;.·_,, •-.,• .a_· , ... -,. -"'- ,_ , •.•. -• 
_,. 
method is valid or not, it will be necessary to construct all the design 
charts for saw-tooth frames. When these charts are completed, a closer 
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S AW - 'r O O T 8 .. F ll AH .B S 
--- ----- .... ~""""'"""~----..... 
- -- . ' .. .,....:.., 
___ ...,-___ ; __ "" .... 
. 3 .1 Solution by Separation t 
,. The method of '"inii'f'iiitineoua· centers, used in solving ~lie · si11gle -
span case, may be used in determining the ultimate: load ·of the ~ltiple ', ..... ., 
: ,· ,_. span frame also. It ts evident that as tbe number of spans increases .. 
and as the geometry· of-- the frames changes,- this metbod be,~~~~- _y_~ry _______ ,-----------~-·------- ____  - ,- -- ,- .,.,- . ;- .,_ ... -, ' .. . .,.-. . 
t ·e a gebra involved in deriving tbe expressions for the 
ultimate load becomes very complicated. 
Ketter developed a method called "Sol~tion by Separation, n(2) which 
as its·name suggests, separates the structure under study into a number of ~ 
I 
less complicated components. The two span frame shown in Figure 11 will· 




- - - -- -
.... . .. 
figure 11 
Reference 6 show, that the variables inyqlved in the analysis can 




.. .... ..,. 
,#) 
-------~-Y- / -,-
---- ----- -- -·-.. ---:__ 
·-·--· . ~~,c-:: ~=--11 
portion, - and the lo'1ding and reeis ta11ce of· t\e ·leftl;umd PPttl"~· · ~f: -tit~ I • " I • ., 
• 
structu~e. is divide.cl by separating .the, -s*fue:tur~_-a~~-ttte Juncture of the· 
·righthaJid ,rafter of the left frame and the center ·~olumn, then the lo.a4i~g 
condition will be as shown 1n Figure 12. ..·~-u- ··-1,······ - ........ 
w I I I r i I I I I -, I I I I I I I ·• J 1 11 111111 ti 111 1 1 1 1 J 
.. 
Figure 12 
' .... - . . .. ~ .,, . -
·1£ eact{'ol 'thetie. components,• are'. soivecf in terms of the loading 
parameters at the cut section, and then by equating the parame~ers the 
solution for the multiple span case can be obtained • 















- / ' 
.. ., 
If the structure ag&4n is separated as 1,.n figure 12,-i~ ¢_.~~a~ 
that the eqµation for the lef thand franie reduce$ to 
!fp • f (P, w, a,, H, d~meiisions). · 
,. 
••••••• 
Similarly, the equation for the righthand st·r·oc·ture···can .. be fquud- to be 





, , , , , , , 1, 1111111.110 














· · Figure 14 
The shear force Vat the section where the frames are separated, has no 
effect on the equations of external w9rk. The work done by the horizontal 
force H and the moment I\, in formt,ng the mechanism, will be equal for the 
two frames, since the displacEPDents must be equal. The effects of moment 
and horizontal foree at the ,x,int of separation, can now be · grouP.ed 
together into a paramet.er ''D" and applied at the base of the ~olUJD?. The 




... \'Ill!' ~ 
.... ft • 
.ff ff"" and t1ie wind force P wi 11 be replaced by the paramete,r "A". Th! problem 
has now been re4uced to th,.t whiah is shown in Figure 1S. 
;..-·(·,1' :· --
.. ·.\. ... , . r 
bL 
aL 
. -~ - .,..:. 
·W .,.,. 
- ·. -·-·· t _ .... 
.• . .. 
··.f"" 
\ 
,,1111111,1,111•••• 1 1,· 1 I I I I ff: i I • 1 1 1 I 1-1 1 1 
@..,... -!""' 
.,,,,--
.. ,. .--. 
rf 
'I- .. . ' 
r 
,.. ···"""' ·--·-·---·' .. . . . 
Figure 15 
It should be noted at this point,. that the internal wc,rk at- hinge (2) 
I is assumed to act in the lefthand sub-structure. 
·--:..:.....•· 
.. 
The structure shown in Figure 16, c• now be analyzed and it will 
be shown that the upresaion obtained for. "the ~itimate load can be 
easily altered to fit either sub-structure shown in Figure, 15~ 
1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I I I. 1 11 1 1 I 
© ---
--- --- . 
--- --··· 
., __ ..,... 
--












-1 f the ul tit$tte l_oad, . expressio1.1 · is 4eti ved ustqg tile. ~011.c~pt of 
instant1111eous centers which w4a de1Jcribed ~lier,· tl,le resulting ~pre21si9n 
would be fo.und to be 
. . I\, • _
2
1 [(A+a.-D) (\fa.~.:, D t ~ 1 _ • .... •• -(17) 
W
-.& 2+- - . . :J L. a C 
The expression for the _ locatiqn of hi~ge (l) can. be fo~~f _hyo ~~l~zing 
. . ' 
Bq1.1ation __ ~?--~~~ ~e~~~~ _ tQ a,_ ~~ repuces to .. .:- · 
- :·· --- - ----
a._: tl!f 1- 2~ ~['-_t~-~E_t):__~~-~ _t_~~~-~~~-:a>. 
"1.i· 
--r-·1· .. ~ 
If the parameter ''D" is equated to zero Equation 17 reduces to 
Hi, • ...L[(A±!i (1-a.) ~ 




which ie identical· to Equation 13. Equa:tion 18 will also reduce to an 
equation. identical to Equation 15. It is now apparent that if all the1, 
... 
' possible cases are investigated with both the parameters "A" and ''D" on ' ~ 
. ; 
the structure, the resulting expressions will give the ultimate c;ar.ry~~-- ..,, • . 
. 
·. . • ,,, ,.. . • ·- ~--.---'~-;.~?...·,.ct:,_,· ..•. -'--'"_'-~---.. ,.- ....;;.--, ~ ....... ~ - -
capacity of the multiple span frame for the aasumeci mechanism, and can be 
very easily altered to give the expression which applies for the same 
-mechanism in the single span case or for a similar frame under a slightly 
different loading condition. 
Appendix.A contains all the expressions for the possible failure modes. 
,• 
. 
The ~J_c~t=c;b s.b9wr.t in this~ .a-.c_tion denotes.- by .. the- 1-at-t.:er.s -M~~-.-,. ··those ··· 
' ' 
mechanisms which were found to govern in the construc~ion. of the sample 
. ' . ~"1- 'Ji,; ' • •;\9 -· 
~ ,.-'f'lr ,...,., .,. , • ~ .... I r.:,i!f •,e ' .,_..,. 
Figure 28 •ho~s a sample design 
-
chart which ·applies to frames conte.ined in the multiple sp~ ttrpctgre, 
. . •r ., 
·" 
This chart was derived for ,: .• O. 7 and J!. • 1.0. Also shown on the chart . a 
are the mechanisms which will govern, once values of1 A1 and1D1 are selected. 
- -..... 
• I 

















:~ .~ ..... 




'!!-.ls chart cannot· ·be taken- as a typical example for all saw-tooth frames 
..................... · •• , .... ·-.. '\o' ........ : ...... l-··-· .. -~ 
.. -----·--·-
,... _$'-
sin~ e the. curves will obviously'.change, and the· ranges in which cer~ain 
mechanisms govern· will 'vary as different values are selected for .J?... . ·. _· 
. , .. .. a, 
and c. By comparing this· chart with a similar one for the gable frame 
t 
,,. 
it will ·be seen that the two charts are considerably different. This is. 
~--
further evidence that the "Imaginary Franie Method" mentioned earlier 
. ··•·· -· ·- .. ··-' ---------· -- ----·--·· ---···--- ·--.-···-···- ·····--···- ···---···--·-·---· ~---------
w~ 11 probably not be .applieable to the- multipl~ s~an cases~ . . 
-·-·· 
--~-
., .... ~,_,.. ···-~ ..... 




. ·. '- .. · 
,.,,.., ,.,·· 
. : . }· 








4.1 Multiple-Span Saw-Tooth Building· 
Two design examples will be presented to. illµstrate-·tite use of ~lteae 
charts. The first example .will be that of a tlitte :span saw-.;.tooth frame. 
The 'building and loading shown in· Figure 17 will be consi~~red. 
" 
I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 J J J _J_ L l J l i I I I I 1 1 1 1 I ·1 i i 1 1 1 1- ti - ·H•on••.- .... ,, .~-·~·•••.~• .. 
I 15W 
t..1.• Z-L + 
Figure 11 
Spans (1), (2) and (J) 
Load Factors: 
b/a = 1.00 
Vertical Load only l.85 
···········\ 
..... ,. ......................... .. 
Vertical Load plu-tt wind 
(A) With Vertical Load Only 
·I 
Under vertical loading alone, the multiple-span frame reduces to 
the sub-struc~ur!_s s~wn .. in .,igure .. 11· 
'- - -
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·Due to the geometry of the frame, it will probably be more economical 
if all members are ass~d to have the same full plastic value I\,·.. Since 
wind loads are not included in this part of the analysis A1 ~Dj• O. 
- -' ""-·-'-•---'·•'-----=.:....::.c'~.:;_._. ··-·-•·-.o .. ,.,,, 
Jus--tconaidering spans (1) and (3); in order for these two frames 
to collapse at the same load, it will be necessary. that Di and A3 b~ 
equal to zero. The~efore, it will 4110 be necessary that A2 • »2 • O. 
The design chart contained in Appendix B then shows ~he resulting solution 
to be:· 
M . 
;,J.;:i • 0 , 0466 . .. . ""' 
' 
· ott wlum at le· -a~b& tit.ut@.-d fnr L1~ 
M 
_.I!_ • 0 • 1864. 
w;t2 
-
















·(B) Vertical. Load ·,1ua ... Wind·· .. Fto11tfte:. teft 
·: .·t ; ' 
,,· 
'\ -· /M' 












. ;· ,· 
..... / .~·-
·'I ·ll:l'·I r1111·1:11 I 
\· 
\ 
-·-·-·. ~· -·- ··-· ---------··- - -
Figure 19 
In Figure_, 19, the sub-structures of the frame are shown with the 
-horizontal wind load rep~aced by a concentrated load and this concentrated 
load r.eplaced by its overturning moment about the base, A1 wL2 . 2· • From 
I, 
' ~ ~ condit_ions et_ateA earlier, the following relationships can also be· foun-d. 
( 1) 
The loading parameter A1 is 
p L = A 4wL2 
1 ... 1 -2 
A1 •-0.1 
then determined 
a J. w(2L)L 
10 






.. .. (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) ( 7) (8) 
. . 
.. 
·o . l 
( . 
W,lllJ.2- A2; if. ~/Wwl,2 ... »2 • ~ ~. »3~ ·. 1teiw_7:_Z ~-
,...,,... .. ~ ff' '-1,M 'Y' ._ .,, 
-~ 0. l .. b.0.)0 0~0470 
0.1 .045 .0475 
0.1 .,943 .• Q!tlQ •, 
~· 





0 - .0485 
.0480 




~t w~a .stated earlier that all mena1"4!rs ·in t~. structure would tia.ve ·. • •• 
- : ··.; <, • ' ••• ,
-
• 
·-· '. ,.; ' 
.. the same 1',· The ·pJ9obl$ was •pproached by assigning a value to n 1 , thµs 
enablj.ng the designer to determine . values . for D2 and AJ. V~lues of D1 
.were. ... adjusted until co1~s (3), (5) and (8) in Tab.le· 1 gave--tliif. siiie.: ............. : .•, ......... ~ ..... : .. , .. : ........ 1 ..... : 
. \:. . 
value of Mp/wt2• 
~ (&)- -Governtng--Case-· · 
Comparing the analysis for vertical 
the controlling condition and member size. can be. 
· determined. 
.. 
(A) Vertical Load Alone (including load factor) 
w~ • 0.3448 
(B) ~ Vertic~l_._~ad Plua Wind From the Left (inclucling 
load factor) 
Mo = 0.2690 ~ 
Therefore, 1 t has been shown that for i:he geometry ·and loading assumed, 
the vertical load alone will control the design. 
The case in which vertical load and wind fr01JI the right are acting, 
is not considered since it will obviously ·-require a higher- loa~ to form 
a mechanism. 
4.2 Mill Building 
The mill building shown in Figure 20 will now fb.l __ ,cc,naidered as a 
- ......... 4' -·· ~ ..,.. \ ~1" .. ~ . . ~ ~ ..,. 
-
-- ....... ,,.., ,:,, --·~~ ~ ,· , . _._,,,,.,,lilt- . . \ 
. 
\or ..., ... .a,,,."'e,4 .• -- L/ 






Span hl b/e = 1.0 L1 - 2L ~ \ 
Span L2 b/a 
-
0.2 L2 • ·4L 
.. 
··span L3 b/a • ·1.0 L3 • ~ 
;. 
,_, 
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L,. = 4L 
Figure 20 
(A) Vertical Load Only 
The case in which var-tiea-1- load alone acts -will first be considered 
using the same load factors as were used in the previous example. The 
structure reduces to the three sub-structures shown in Figure 21.~ 
1111()'J11111 J11111 
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' ..... ···-·-... .. ............. ~ .. ,__ 
. -·- --·-- ----------~ -;r-- . , ~ 
. . . . . ' ~\, . . . . . . . . . ,· . '," . . .................. _.,. ....... , :". . . '. _ _.,. 
. ·B,y consideri11g .tile~ loa~iqg 811~ gt!O•iry; ~b.e fttll.911ip.g rel•tio1,1;bips 
. ) ,_. .. 
can be fqu11d: J 
-Di • 0 -"lfj'~-o~--:·L--~-··------•------------------ ----- - . - - ----------·1'•·-
·\.,·· A 4wLi .. .A' . . ·16wL~ A. ·. a J.,.1,., 1 2 ,,.a,, ft2 ·2·':"."I . • l A ~2 
Due to the symmetry of the structure -and the loading 
. re-
_o. •. -··- ··-· ·····'--··-····--·--··-···--·-··--,-~ . ----- . _____ ·.,.. ____ _ 
----·- --- . -----. - . . ------ ------ . __ !2__ __ ~_D2. -~d !1_ .. =-. A3-_____ :_ ~--~----· ------·--,--_,~::~-.:~.:=:""'. - :--~~...;~-~ -~ ~----··----~-------.. - ... 
-,~ 
__ ,.,, f, ., 
By assuming values for Ai or A2 , the following table of relationships 
can be found by using the appropriate design charts. . 
.. 
TABLE 2 
A1 ~ A1 
.1\,/¥1 2* At= D2 • ~/wWL2 2** Mp/wL2 rMp/wL2 4 
0 0.0466 0 0.0566 0.3448 1. 6754 
,, ,. .. 
0.100 .OS84 0.02s. · -.05'0 .4322 l .6576 
0.200· 
~Q7~Q - .• 05,0 .o,48 !$.l21t 1.6221 
--
0.300 .0878 
.07S .0539 .6497 l.5954 
0.400 .1058 ·-~ 100 
.OS24 . ~ 7829 ---- · 1-:·ss10 
* See Figure 28 
** These values determiued from Reference -(7) 
fl} Wind Load and Verticiil Load Ac.ting· 
\ 
·The sub-structures are. shown in Figure 22 for the case where 
both w~nd and vertical load are acting. Due to the symmetry of the 
~..,,,...... .._.,,.. ... ~'!.~- .,.,. ~ 
·,rame and £he 'loading-;' only wind from-one side need be co~sidered. 
r;, 
_ . .:... ... -·- _,_ --······ · .. · .. -~ ...... - . . ~·-·: ;- ,: ·:. ,• .. 
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.2 -w L _..., 
" ~ ..... - ~~-~--. ... -.,.--_-
Figure 22 
The frame shown in .Figure 22 can be designed _for two different 
conditions. The saw-tooth ~rames can be des.igned such that KMp is smaller 
than Mp .or they could be designed such that It is greater than one. Both 
conditions will be ~onaidered. 
From the jnformation shown in Fig~e 22, the following expreseions 
can be derived: 
For Span (1) 
2 
D1 w;i = ( . 2wL) L . . ~-. 
Between Spans (1) and (2) 
L 2 L 2 . . A2 w
2 
2 = A1 71 + (O._lwL) (2.SL) 
or 
-
~ ................ . 
.. ·-
li 
...... -- --·---- ~ 






..... . ..,.~ 







~2 Ill: o ~ i.s.Aa 
.ror!Span (3) 
,a) . Side Spans the Smallest (~>]) ····· _· 
- . --s-o that both side spans require the same I\, for collapse J the 
-32 
design chart contained in Figure 28 Will 8.lve __ th.e.Jallowing reaul.ts-:~--.. ~--------"'···~ .. --.--.. --. ~:·· 
.. ,., . _ _. _ ,v,.~,-v-~~-••• '·' ,,.~,---;'-•~·•,..,-;--••-..-,-4----- • ,..••-·--·-•-·-•••·•-•·••-.. ---·•••-••·--·--·:··••'°·•----·-·-- -.. • • •• f! • 
. »1 • 0 .1 A1 • 0 .18 7 
Mo m 0.0466 w 
From the relationships· previously derived 
Span (3) 
, A3 • 0 .. 
... _.,,.,,.,, . 
.• ~\", 
and 
Mo· • 0.0466 w 
,,. 
»2. 0 A2 • 0.078 
4· 0.0664. 
.. ,, ..... '•• 
. ...... .,._,._, 
Rewriting the terms to contain the load factor 1.40 .for wind loading 
and putting the expr~si1~~~s ~n t•11a1 of the span pu.-ter L 
. .... -
~ = 0.2610 
~~,. -.. • ... ·Pf(,, • ""... • .... ... ..... CJ/Wa.· 
~ • l.4874 
.-·;.:·.:_• __ ... _.;·, .... 
. .,.. . .,. 
,,, ... .., 
I' .. I:.- .. •, . i' t"'-··· ______ ...... ·.. .:.:..J ... 
\~ ,, -· ,'. __ . 
; 
;' '. 
. -·-··· . 
• ..,.J, • ·--~ • 
~, j 
. 
··~·- ·- .... 
···••••··•··-·--a 
' 
- . . 
.· (~_)·,· .. Center Span . the Smallest 
Figur~ 23 Shows the i~fOrmation ;:iquire~ t~ 8llllly~e thill caa·,. ».• 
to the u·nsymmetrical loading ~d the geo~etry of the frame, ~t can be 
. shown that there will be a number of. possible solutions. Reference ·5-,_ 
i shows t_hat by equatinguA21,~l, ~2, the cent~~. span will have its smallest \ L '' .,,_, t ' ' 
• rl.;}hll.'.·-,:,,\1 r~·..__~;>,• • .• "·, :· 
• ·1?(. \..,,.,-4_ '\-./' '\-,,~ / 
. possible member size. It will no·t be possi~le· to adjust the outs~de sp~ 
;; 
The relations~ips derived in the previous case. will be used in 
addition to the condition that A2 • D2 
Therefo:r.e 
»1 • 0.1 
. - .. 125 Ai• A3 
,A2 • D2 • 0 .• 25A1 + 0.03l3 
Values are now assigned to A3 and Table 3 can be constructed. 
w 
" t'I 11 • 1 1 1 i 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 
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0.2880 0.1280 0.8800 
.3500 .1800 .,640 
.4220 .2404 .8384 
.2452 .. .1220 .9088 
.... ___ O _____ 'l)tUQ_ . ___ __J)j_~-- ___ . ,,025 Jl .. l~---·----... 0305.,.-~.-031S---··_..QS56 ___ -·---.-2D2"--- ----il-220-·---~."8896. -
-------u- o .1.1s 
.0682 .050 0.1 .030S ~0&37 .OS52 .2728 
.1220 .8832 
If the Ki~ ~Aluea wllich a~ i1ated in Ta,ble 3 are multiplied ~; the 
WwL . · · 
tota--i tengcn of member 1L1l i-n-·uclf respectlvelrame -and -the--a,mmiat:ion ol-~ .. ~--' 
~elative weights for each assumed ~3 value are plotted~ shown in Figure 
24, the·optimum value for A3 can be found. (See Table 4 and Figure 24). 
TABLE 4 
/ 
A3 K3Mp , KM • I~~ ~ #2 WL; l . L wL2 3 r) 
0.125 0.474 0~953 9.200 10.627 
0.2 .497 1.119 8.909 l0.S25 
0.3 .699 1.360 :-.. , 8.74~ JQ .• 806 
0.·4 (,-934 1 .. 640 8.488 11.062 ~ ...... 
0.1SO .474 1.007 9.00.6 10.487 
o.11s· 
.474 l.0-60' 8.942 10.476 
' .· 
-
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Figure 24 
By introducing the load factor for combined wind and v&rtical load-.= 
the following values are obtained 
~~: 0.17Q8 
wL 
~ lt = l.2365 
&:ft Mo = 0. 3819 ~ 
-35 
Sine• wind was only, considered acting from the right, it is a.pparent 
that both. side 
. . 
determined for 
spl;lllll would have to be ~ssigne~ the lar~eet value K1~ 
the exterior spans to ~over the case of ~ng ~cting from 
the left. The fac.t~r r.3 is also assigned the value Gf one so that a 
compartaqJl can be carried out with the other possible conditions which 





X ~ .. l.2365 WL 
~ = 0.3819 
wL2 ... 
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.. ~ .•• I•, 'I.• 
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(C) Governing Case 
The analyses which wer~ r: .. r:tied out assuming that- the center span - ~ . . 
was as small as· poesible · and · the end spans as small as pQssible, defined 
the two extremes for the .wind loading. A plot as shown in· J."igure 25, 
. 
can now be made from the information contained in Table 2 for vertical 
load alone and that which was found in the preceeding ~!y~Js fQt' the 
wind plus vertical· load.cases. 
, .• ~······ ' ............ , .. , ,, ,,,,.-, ......,.. __ c- .... ....-.,--.-
1-z _,__ w,.,.t> PLus 







The two curves shown in Figure 25 are approximated by straight lines, 
C although the- solutions will not be linear functions they ·come very 
close to being linear and this assumption will not affect the results 
in this part~cular case. The structure in question must provide the 
greatest Mp and~ and therefore, the case where vertical load alone 
acts will govem·the design. 
- -
·~·· ..... 
...... -. ..... 
-·~J,. ... ~ -
(D) Least Weight l;l.esign 
••. 't> 
. Figure 25 shows there are t;'ISllY solutions to the case when .. vertical 
. 
. load alone acts. Each· solution will result in a c:lif ferent choice of . 










--···. ,' ~,/'~ 
rel•tive member size and .·that choice· which gives tl\e -1 .. ~~ ~~~~•l ••~gilt . 
to the structure will ·be cqnsidered the mos·t desirllble solution. 
. , . 
Assuming a linear relationship between the fully plasUc ~t . 
r 
. ·value Mp, and the uni i. weig~t W, 
" 
w = Cl\, ,./ . 
.. -- .. ,. - . ·-.. -
· the total weight of the frame can be determined from the relationship 
n. 
--- ·TOTA:1,-·WElGHT = . ·E· 
The relative total weight, is al 1 that is important in determining 
the combination of member sizes which result .in a least weig~t solution, 
a weight function in terms of only M_i and L1 can be used. --p il 
· · E (WLi) n 
WEIGHT FUNCTION - i "'1 r , = ir.: l (kp1~1) 
It will be assumed that the interior columns will have the same 
. - ' ;. .. ' . ' ~ . "" .... _,. __ -~ . - . - . ' 
member size as the rafters in the interior span. The following weight 
function can tben be derived for this particular mill building 
"° = 7. /2L (~) + 10 .. 124L (~) 
Reducing the above equation to non-dimensional form 
. .c:_3 = 7. 772 ( Mp ) + 10.124(~ \ 
WL ~ ~ 
The reaults from Table 2 are then used in combiqa~ton with the. abov, 
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·- _ .. -- · .. l~ .. 6221 ... ---------- ----~ ---- -4.--1-13 
- -------
-----· 
.6497 1. S9S4 5.016 
_ •· From Table 2 
The solution which gives the :nnallest value 









for·I'° is then the least· 
wi.3 
loading considered in this 
r.-J.,-. s •• - --. 
example, the least weight solution is then (including load factor and 
span.parameters) 
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-s--xpressions necessary to. develop-· design charts-for. single' and 
multiple span saw-toot1i- frameo were derived.· -'.these expressions consider . . . 
all possfble 1110des of failure for frames .loaded by dead load alone or 
fi:_ames loaded by a co~ of ~ind and dead loa~ing. The expressiona .. 
derived _can also be applied to. frames_ of other g_eometry by slig~_t 
. . 
modifications. For example: if c is a_~li8n_ed the_ __ y_al.ue__of _one, .the- - . -- - . ---· ---7-· __ ..._ _________ ------ ------- . --.-.-
. { .,, 
equatiODS apply tO the lean-to frame; if C c equals 1/2 the equatiOllS 
for the gable frame can be derived; if b/a is set equal to zero~ the 
expressions reduce to those of the rectangular portal frame. Care should 
be used in applying these equations to, frames of other geometry since 
there always exists a possibility that some special mechanism which could 
not occur for the sa~-tooth variety will govern for another geomet,ry. 
ln this paper, a method developed by Ketter was used to construct 
a sample design chart for both the single span and multiple span saw-tooth 
frames. · 
,./ 
A possible method of designing singl~ span saw-tooth frames by using 
the charts already available for the symmetrical gable frame is discussed 
in the section called "Imaginary ~rame M_~~bod. u_~ In order. to_ find the 





- "* ....... 
The de!.Jiln e~~~~s." iDclude a_~thT~a s~an tUt.¥-tooth frame whiah WM 
analyz~d for th~ giw@n loading conditions and the tesulting member sizes 
determined. A mi~l type building was also analyzed to illustrate how the 
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• Jt0ndi1:1ensional parameter, re\attng · c:.oiµDlll l)~gh~ 
to the spat1 leng·th 
• nondimensional parameter, relating the to~l rise 
:cat the 'rafter to' the length of ,pan 
{ • nondimensional parameter, relating location of -- · . ""· ~~·-.r,•>··,~~·?,.1-.~. ,...---.-, .~.....;.,..~· .-.-~-,,.-·~-~,o-,----,,,,-.,, .~.-,-_,_,.,.,....--,,-· • ~._,,.. ~,-~,-~ ,-,~~-. , ...•. _., ... --,.... ~._,....,.,,_,....,......~-----.,---,,.,., ~ ~• ----· - . -•----0---.--.--.,......,.,.,.~-~-------·...-.~---:-,...•e........--,..__.~,c=--f=· . --.=---,·~·-·•.···· •• • ' • C ' 
. .,.. 
gable in s·aw-1:ooth frame to the span length 
• function values 
• nondimensional parameter,. relating the fully . 
plastic moment values of different spans 
r•' "'n' 
••' .- • '" • <" • _. .. • F _. • • •• • • >'•~-''" 
• distributed vertical load per unit length at 
ul tima:te load 
• distributed vertical load per unit length at 
working load 
• nondimensional parameter, relating the horizontal 
force acting on a structure (or the hypothetical 
''overturning" moment of~ one ~t Qf a 1t1"ucture -'llL .. -•··-· -~-- -- --· 
the adjacent part) to the vertical loads 
• constant 
.. 
;. • .. .. 4t- • • .... .. 
result in failure of the s true ture 
• ··~··: -· -'- .. :· .:....!:I,..:.-.:.:-~::._: ___ - --· • : 
,.;!. 
;i:}fo1 ·: 













a. J a.1 J a.i 
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•42 
ti! noucli.ens_i~al par-.ter,, relating the horizontal 
resisting force or hypothetical "overturning" moment 
acting on a s true ture to · its vertie,•l loading. 
• horizontal load 
' 
• length measurement. can be to-tal ~fatl lt111-1ih Qr_ 
fractional part of it. 
°' .... total lengt_h of member i~ frame . 
• fully plastic moment value 
• concentrated~ horizontal load 
• shear· · force 
• .. weight per unit length of a structural memb,r 
.:.· ,:;, 
• external work associated with a virtual displacement ; 
of an assumed mechanism 
• internal work associated with a virtual displacement 
of an assumed mechanism 
• nondimensional parameters, defining the di.stance to 
) ~ the ;,las tic· hinge in the -rafter of a structure····· 
..... ·. ,,,.....,_ 
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• weight function 
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shown all of 
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FIGURE 27 DESIGN CURVES FOR PINNED~BASE, SAW-TOOTH 
FRAME LOCATION OF PLASTIC HlNGB c = G. 7 
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